Central IT Update
ACNS and Information Systems are now the Division of IT!

1. Infrastructure – James Cizek
   • New campus cloud infrastructure.
   • Migrating current campus cloud workloads
   • Welcome Dennis Anderson to the Infrastructure team.
   • Thanks Ed Overacker for your years of service. Ed will retire at end of October.

2. Project Management – Dave Hoffman
   • DUO requirement for Office 365.

3. Administrative Applications – Candace Ramsey, Shawn Baker

4. Microsoft 365 – Lance Baatz
   • Licensing
   • External Senders markup
   • Integration with CSU Pueblo

5. RAMTech – Dian Noren

   • Wireless network
   • Teams Voice
   • UTFAB funding,
   • Network uplift project update

7. Cybersecurity and IAM and Update – Randy Miotke

Presentation: Research IT – Stephen Oglesby
   - Introduction of name and ‘Research IT’ program.
- Release/Review of new website
- Discussion of the REDEFINE campaign, it’s process and soliciting for focus group members from distributed IT.
- Discussion of initiatives in our Areas of Focus: Service, Support, and Training
- Q/A